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1 Introduction

This document attempts to describe the visibility re-weighting functionality currently im-
plemented in CASA 4.1 as statwt task. The intended scope of this document is to capture
current behavior from the task point view as well as C++ framework that carries out actual
computation. Since there is no design document exists, the information presented here are
gathered, partly from the Doxygen C++ document and the documentation for the task and
toolkit, but mostly from reading and ”decoding” code.

2 Implemented Functionality

The statwt task calculates visibility scatters (with a choice of rms or standard deviation)
from DATA or CORRECTED DATA column of the input MS and replace sigma and weight
values in SIGMA and WEIGHT columns. The calculation of the scatters is done by comput-
ing sample variances. The task assumes that the input data has gone trough all necessary
calibration steps with correct flux scaling applied.

2.1 Task Parameters

Available functionality is listed below. Table 1 lists all the statwt task parameters.

• Calculate weight using standard deviation or rms (for the selected data which can be
considered pure noise)

• Standard data selection to be processed (e.g. spw, field, etc; See the Table 1 for the
full list)

• Data selections by spectral windows and channels for the scatters to be calculated

• Scatter calculation crossing spw, correction, scan, and/or state boundaries

• Control of minimum number of unflagged visibilities for estimating the scatters

There are a couple of parameters which are listed in the statwt task but are not actually
implemented. Those are: byantenna (antenna-based sigma calculation); fitcorr (selection
of specific correlation(s) for statistics calculation); and timbin. The data column selection for
the scatter estimate (datacolumn is available to select either DATA or CORRECTED DATA
but FLOAT DATA is not supported) for the scatter estimate. Also, there are no option to
do robust statistics, such as mean absolute deviation.
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Parameter type Description
vis String input MS
dorms Boolean calculate rms instead of stddev
byantenna Boolean NOT IMPLEMENTED YET : estimate noise per antenna
sepacs Boolean sub-parameter for byantenna=True, treat autocorrelation

separately
fitspw String selection of spw:chan for estimating the scatter
fitcorr String NOT IMPLEMENTED YET : correlation selection for the

scatter estimate
combine String data selection type (spw, corr, scan, state) to allow crossing

of the boundaries for the scatter estimate
timebin String NOT IMPLEMENTED YET : bin length for the estimate
minsamp Int minimum number of unflagged visibilities for estimating the

scatter
field String field selection
spw String spw selection
antenna String antenna selection
timerange String time range selection
scan String scan number selection
intent String intent selection
array String array (or subarray) selections
correlation String correlation selection for the data to be applied
observation String observation selection for the data to be applied
datacolumn String data column to be use for the scatter estimate

Table 1: statwt task parameters

2.2 Basic Processing Flow

Figure 1 shows the basic processing flow of the statwt task.

1. Apply data selection for which weights to be updated on the input MS

2. If fitspw is defined, select and apply channels to be used by combining any existing
flags in the input MS data for the calculation

3. Iterate over channels for each correlation to calculate and update variance (or rms)
values as these values calculated by recursive formulae

4. Write the resulted sqrt(variance) and 1/variance for each baseline and correlation to
SIGMA and WEIGHT columns in the input MS, respectively. Note that it will over-
write any existing data in these columns.
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ms.statwt()

create channel mask from fitspw

combine channel mask 

 with the existing flag

update variances

 for current chunk of data

update SIGMA and WEIGHT cols 

 with sqrt(variance) and 1/variance

iter. over vis. rows

ms.close()

ms.open(vis)

write to history table

Figure 1: statwt task flowchart

3 More Code Details – Interaction of the C++ Code

Under the Hood

Here more technical aspects of the code are described. In particular, the core of the relevant
C++ classes which is under the interface layer, ms.statwt method consists of Reweight,
Statwt, VisBuffGroup, GroupProcessor, and GroupWorker as well as VisibilityIterator
and VisBuffer. The interactions of these components are shown in Figure 2.

The Reweight is the main process class which drives the re-weighting of the selected
part of the MS. Actual computation of statistical weight based on the visibility data scat-
ter is done inside StatWT class which is called from Reweight. Inside statWT, the input
MS data are processed iteratively through VisibilityIterator and VisBuffer (VI/VB)
framework. Between the computation code and the VI/VB layers, there are VisBufferGroup
and GroupProcessor classes which are to work on groups of VisBuffers. VisBufferGroup
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stores a set of copies of VisBuffers so as to access more than one VisBuffer later. This layer
is mainly to handle the case of ’combine’ mode in which the process needs to go across data
boundaries such as spectral windows. The stored copies in VisBufferGroup are detached
from VI. GroupProcessor drives the iteration though the data and processing defined in
GroupWorker, in this case, StatWT object. In Figure 2, this main computation process is
represented in the dotted blue box.

In StatWT, the visibility scatter for each data row and per correlation is calculated with
a commonly used recursive formula for calculating variance (var),

vark+1 = vark + (xk+1 − xk)(xk+1 − xk+1) (1)

In a pseudocode representation, the actual implementation looks like the following.

for i in nRows,

if i th row is not flagged,

for corr in nCorr,

for k in nChan,

if channel mask is not True,

reset a vector, ns[bsln][corr] = 0

reset a vector, means[bsln] = 0

reset a vector, variances[bsln] = 0

++ns[bsln][corr]

# process on k th complex visibility (vis_k) for

# a correlation (corr) and baseline (bsln)

diff_old = vis_k - means[bsln][corr]

if not dorms,

means[bsln][corr] += diff_old/ns[bsln][corr]

diff_new = vis_k - means[bsln][corr]

variances[bsln][corr] +=

Re(diff_old)*Re(diff_new) + Im(diff_old)*Im(diff_new)

The variances or rmses obtained in the above code are corrected by 1/(ns-1) before
they are written to the MS. Also if variances not determined (e.g. not sufficient number of
unflagged data, etc.), the sigma is set to -1 and weight is set to 0.
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ms_p, mssel_p

data selection (setmsselect)

set t ime range (selectTIme)

set frequency range for statist ic

calc. (spws,chans)

set output spws

reweight

spws for f i t  and output,

f ields,scans,antenna/baselne

etc.

set t imeBin_p, t imerange_p

String objs: fitspw_p, outspw_p

create vi

create StatWT (statwt) with f i tspw_p and outspw_p

  create  GroupProcessor (gp)

go()

return status (Bool)

gw_p(statwt)

create vb(vi)

pre-fetch columns

get more chunks

create vbg

store vb

process(vbg)

apply channel mask

update_variances() i terate over

no. of vbs in vbg

iterate over

no. of vbs in vbg

apply_variances()

return status  (Bool)
return status (Bool)

i terate over chunks

 of vis

ms tool 

ms.statwt()
Reweighter GroupProcessor StatWT Visibil i tyIterator VisBuffer VisBuffGroupGroupWorker

invi_p,outvi_p

outvi_p.setSigmaMat

outvi_p.setWeightMat

calls VisBuffGroupAcc::fil lChanMask()

Figure 2: statwt C++ interaction

4 Notes on Known Issues and Missing Features

Some missing features or issues which have been known and/or reported in the JIRAs are
listed below.

• There are no functionality to smooth of weights in time (CAS-3747 and CAS-5184)
and to flag bad weights with clipping criteria (CAS-3747)

• Currently there is no option to use/combine previous data already in the SIGMA and
WEIGHT columns

• The statwt process is irreversible and operate on the input MS. There is no option to
write the new output MS (CAS-3747)

• Antenna-based weight calculation (byantenna)

• Weight calculation may be done poorly in the presence of outliers since no robust
statistics are used. An example of this kind of problem is CAS-4830.

In addition, there may be some problems on how VisBuffGroup and GroupProcessor

work, with VisIterator as the stored visBuffer copies in visBuffGroup are detached from the
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VisIterator. It is still under investigation, but CAS-5090 appears that the error was caused
by VI and VB become out of sync while processed by the GroupProcessor -VisBuffGroup
mechanism.
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